Course Guide

• 85% of all passes at grades A*/A. That’s three times the
national average and the top results in Cornwall.
• 97% were at A*-B and the overall pass rate was 100%.
• This year, more than a quarter of the year group were
offered unconditional university places with 100% of
students achieving the grades required to meet the offers
from their first choice universities – many of them Russell
Group or Top 10 universities.
• Students are now heading off to study subjects including
Astrophysics, Law, Medicine, Accounting, Animal
Behaviour, Modern Languages, History and Performing
Arts.
• Detailed programme of preparation for all Oxbridge
candidates including historiography lessons for students
of A Level History
• Leadership opportunities ranging from Head Girl team
and Subject Ambassadors to Gold Arts Award and outreach
work in Cambodia
• Students can undertake a wide range of professional
qualifications alongside their A Levels including
Lifeguarding, Mental Health First Aid, TEFL (Teaching
English as a Foreign Language) and many more
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Sixth Form Options

Art &
Design
Specification
OCR H200 Art, Craft and Design
Combined Specialisms
OCR H203 Photography
AS Level
Paper released in January, 10 hour
exam in March – 100% of AS level
A2 Level
Coursework commences in April
of Year 12, continues until January
Year 13 – 60% of A Level, exam
paper released in January Year 13,
exam in March – 40% of A Level

The study of A Level Art allows students to become
creative and critical thinkers, with a high level of practical
skill in their chosen specialisms. Art unites knowledge
and skills, giving form to ideas and meaning to the
visual culture around us. Students are taught to be selfmotivated, lateral thinkers with the creativity and critical
awareness sought by the job market of today.
Sixth Form students have their own art studio with large bright working spaces.
This enables them to leave out their materials and ‘work in progress’ between
lessons and to use the space at any time of the day or evening. The spaces have
allowed some of our highest achieving students to produce ambitious largescale sculptures. On a return visit, former student Rebe Winn even commented
that “the working spaces here are bigger than my undergraduate space at
University”.
The A Level Art and Design specification enables students to work in a range
of areas. At Truro High we offer two Art endorsements (1) Art, Craft and
Design and (2) Photography. Both endorsements are taught in the same lesson.

STUDENT STORY
“Through one-to-one tuition I was able to work in a way that
best suited me and this led me to reach my highest potential
and exam grades. The teachers didn’t hesitate to assist me even
at times outside of the timetable, allowing me to produce a full
portfolio providing offers from every University that I applied
for to study Foundation Diploma in Art and Design.
A year later, I completed this with a distinction and am now
studying a BA(HONS) in Fine Art and UAL Chelsea College
of Art”

Rebe Winn, Former Student
Rebe is studying Fine Art at the Chelsea College of Art.
She exhibited at the Tate Gallery at the age of 16, and
again during her foundation course.

ART, CRAFT & DESIGN
Students choosing to pursue this can explore a wide range of art practices including
drawing, painting, printing, photography, sculpture and ceramics. This approach
allows learners to develop their own creative paths and work to their strengths
with personalised guidance from teachers in a small class environment. Students
can eventually choose to work mainly in one art area or continue exploring a
mixture of areas for the duration of their A Level.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Students who wish to take photography as a separate endorsement, can do so in
the same class as Art, Craft and Design students. This is because all art students
will learn the basics of digital and darkroom photography in Year 12. Those who
wish to continue with photography will be individually guided in their technique
and skills development. Students can choose to work in both digital and traditional
photography, film making, collage, installation and various types of printing.
They can explore various approaches to photography such as fine art,
photojournalism, commercial or experimental before deciding on their own areas
of strength. A GCSE in Art is not a requirement for those pursuing photography
but evidence of a creative portfolio will be required.

CRITICAL & CONTEXTUAL
STUDIES
Critical and contextual studies are an essential part of all art endorsements at A
Level. The course provides students with the analytical skills needed to understand
our image-saturated world, to challenge cultural ideas and become critical learners.
The study of art compliments humanities subjects particularly as students can
choose their own cultural research which extends from their other studies. Science
students can discover that visual analysis, design and research skills in art will
benefit their future career choice while allowing for a creative outlet in their A
Level choices.
A Level Art is an excellent starting point for careers in architecture, fashion,
product design, film, stage and costume design, web design, animation, engineering,
illustration, marketing, art history, archaeology, photojournalism and indeed any
career where problem solving and lateral thinking are valued. Truro High has a
track record for successfully preparing students for creative courses and the A
Level coursework provides the necessary portfolio for entry.
Our Art and Textiles teachers are experienced at preparing students portfolios for
entry to art related courses. We will give students individual time to ensure their
portfolios are ready by the deadlines. This includes preparation for Architecture
courses, even if a student has not taken an art A Level.

WHY STUDY ART &
DESIGN AT TRURO
HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• This year, 100% of all passes for Art & Design were A*.
• Enormous studio spaces exclusively for Sixth Form. This is a
luxury which is rare for A Level students. In fact, on a return
visit to school, former student Rebe Winn even commented
that “the working spaces here are bigger than my undergraduate
space at University”.
• Recent leaver destinations in Art include Rebe Winn studying
Fine Art at Chelsea College of Art, Isobel McLean reading
History of Art at Bristol and Alison Au studying Architecture
at Bath
• Bespoke, individualised teaching to hone your preferred skills
• Option to take Art with photography, or Photography
• Build a guided, creative portfolio as well as an A Level
• Opportunity to undertake the Gold Arts Award in combined
arts (visual and performing) – we are the only school or college
in the county to offer this prestigious award at this level
• Critical and Contextual studies compliments other subject
areas
• Practical focus provides a balance with written A Levels
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Sixth Form Options

Biology
Hardly a week goes by without a new scientific development
in the field of Biology. Whether it’s regrowing coral on
damaged deep sea reefs or securing food provision during
climate change, Biology continues to be a hugely exciting
field.

Specification
OCR Biology H020 (AS Level)
and H420 (A Level)
AS Level
2 exam papers, each 1 hour 30
mins. Practical skills are tested
within the exam papers.
A2 Level
3 exam papers, total duration 6
hours. Minimum of 12 practical
activities carried out over the
two year course, internally
assessed.

During the course, students will gain an understanding of the dynamic and
exciting nature of Biology today and they will also develop an awareness of the
ethical, technological and economic aspects of the subject. Studying A Level
Biology will enable students to understand and appreciate Biology from the
microscopic study of cells to whole ecosystems.
The department boasts a dedicated Biology lab with state-of-the-art microscopes,
which are allocated to students for the duration of their 2-year course.
Studying Biology can lead to careers in Medicine, Pharmacy, Research, Ecology,
Biochemistry, Nutrition, Forensics to name but a few.
In Year 12 students study Cell Ultra-structure and Biological Molecules,
Transport, Human Health and Biodiversity. In Year 13 the emphasis of study
is on Communication and Coordination, Photosynthesis, Respiration, Variation
and Biotechnology.

WHY STUDY BIOLOGY
AT TRURO HIGH SIXTH
FORM?
• This year, 100% of all passes for Biology were A*-B
• Recent leavers have gone on to study everything from Veterinary Science at
Nottingham to Medicine at Cambridge. Our latest cohort are this year going
on to study courses including Medicine, Biological Sciences, Animal Behaviour,
Midwifery and Biochemical Engineering.
• Regular opportunities to participate in additional practicals such as dissections to
supplement classroom learning, giving students the opportunity to research areas
beyond the taught curriculum.
• A dedicated Biology lab with state-of-the-art microscopes, which are allocated to
students for the duration of their 2-year course.
• A Level Biology provides an invaluable grounding for those wishing to embark
on a medical career of any kind
• The course at Truro High will enable you to develop high-level scientific research
skills that can transfer to many degree courses
• A Level Biology lays the foundations for students to make more informed
decisions about their own body and health
• Opportunity to take the lead as STEM ambassadors; developing leadership and
communication skills for the future
• The subject offers great insight into the impact the humans have on the world
around them and how we can develop more sustainable methods

STUDENT STORY
“Studying Biology at Truro High was a very enjoyable and interesting subject.
It gave me a really strong grounding in a wide range of topics that I have found
invaluable at university. It also taught me essential lab skills that I have used almost
on a daily basis. A Level Biology definitely gave me a head start at degree level
especially compared to the qualifications that many of my university classmates
have studied.”

Hannah Barlow, Former Student
Hannah now studies Equine Science at Hartpury.
Hartpury University and Hartpury College are
among the UK’s leading specialist education
providers in agricultural, animal, equine, sport and
veterinary nursing.
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Specification
WJEC Eduqas Business
Studies
Unit 1: Business Opportunities
and Functions
2 hours 15 mins exam (33%)
Unit 2: Business Analysis and
Strategy
2 hours 15 mins exam (33%)
Unit 3: Business in a changing
World
2 hours 15 mins exam (33%)

Sixth Form Options

Business
Studies
The combination of the science of Economics with real
life business cases requires candidates to understand
the political, environmental, social and technological
impacts we face in the modern world.
This course equips students in how to enter the commercial world, either with
their own business or into an established company. It certainly puts them one
step ahead of the huge number of graduates applying to the corporate life.

Why do over 80% of teenage girls have an iPhone? How does
the psychology of marketing ensure that nearly one in three
households has an iPad? A product that when first introduced
no one knew existed and no one knew they wanted.
In a world where fiction is becoming fact and information
overload, Business Studies equips students to be able to develop
the skills of critical thinking, independent thought and the
opportunity to take risks. We look at how the world works, both
economically and politically. We try to understand the psychology
of branding and why companies are able to target sections of
the population. The old saying 8 out of 10 cats prefer Whiskas is
now true for teenage girls and iPhones.
The subject will provide you with essential tools and skills for other aspects of life
as well. The ability to present and discuss/evaluate ideas, concepts and arguments
in a clear and accurate manner is an important skill for a wide range of careers.
Like most subjects, Business Studies directly rewards a keen interest and hard work.
Our teachers are always keen to provide relevant information and help put this
course, and Economics, in good perspective for those who might be interested.
The course can be split into 6 areas:
• Objectives, risks & strategies - different for different businesses
• Marketing - including online, global and ethical aspects
• Finance - including various sources (e.g. crowdfunding) and basic accounts
• People / Human Resources - including leadership, recruitment and motivation
• Production / Operations Management - including location and “quality”
• External influences: “the market forces” deciding prices (e.g. of shares)
• External influences: in the UK economy & in the EU’s “Single Market”
Truro High currently offers AS and A2 Business Studies - interesting and topical,
providing a fantastic start to your Sixth Form career. It links well with a wide range
of other subjects including Art & Design, History, Modern Languages, Maths and
the Sciences.

WHY STUDY BUSINESS
STUDIES AT TRURO HIGH
SIXTH FORM?
• This year, 100% of all passes for Business Studies were A*/A
• A Level Business Studies can give you the tools and information required to understand
how businesses are created, managed and become successful.
• The A Level Business Studies course is very similar to the Economics A Level, so you learn
a great deal about budgeting and financial stability.
• Opportunities to undertake market research with behind-the-scenes tours from industry
experts from leading international brands ranging from Apple to Harrods
• Small class sizes ensure that the course is tailored to individual interests and career
aspirations
• Taught by a subject specialist with twenty years of business experience working around the
globe and who is still actively involved in businesses today
• A Level Business Studies is a great attribute on your CV, it shows future employers you
understand how a business works, so you may be considered for higher positions. Business
Studies also opens up a variety of career opportunities and also for further study at university
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Sixth Form Options

Chemistry
Specification
AQA Chemistry 7040 (AS Level)
or 7405 (A Level)
AS Level
2 exam papers, each 1 hour 30
minutes. Practical skills are tested
within the exam papers.
A2 Level
3 exam papers, total duration 6
hours. Minimum of 12 practical
activities carried out over the two
year course, internally assessed.

Chemistry is very much an applied course studied at A
Level. We look at how modern society works and this
leads to an appreciation of the contributions chemists
make to society through their work.
We also examine the processes that chemists can use to obtain useful materials
from naturally occurring substances.

Studying Chemistry makes you much more aware of the
world we live in and the part we can play to make it a safe
place for us. You could say that Chemistry is the bridge
between Geography, Physics and Biology.
For example, did you realise that Chemistry is at the heart of modern
medicine? Today, thanks to the efforts of organic chemists it is now
possible to design the right molecule for curing an illness and/or relieving
its symptoms. Some of these painkillers you know already, such as aspirin,
paracetamol and ibuprofen.
Indeed the universe as we know it was created from elements such as
hydrogen, helium, nitrogen, oxygen and iron, to name but a few and of
course we are all made up of chemicals, such as DNA and haemoglobin.
The course will include:
I. A large amount of practical work
II. Physical chemistry
III. Organic chemistry
IV. Inorganic chemistry

WHY STUDY CHEMISTRY AT
TRURO HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• This year, 100% of all passes for Chemistry were A*-B
• Chemistry is at the very cutting edge of science. As the demands for new and faster
electronic and medicinal technology increases this requires the development of smarter
materials which are only possible by the hard work of the modern-day Chemists.
• The course at Truro High will enable you to develop high-level scientific research skills
that can transfer to many degree courses
• Logical reasoning, problem-solving, research and analytical skills are all developed to a
high level throughout the study of the subject.
• Opportunity to take the lead as STEM ambassadors; developing leadership and
communication skills for the future
• Chemistry will help you get ahead in most STEM careers and is always a plus on any
CV. Chemistry is an important subject for careers in: environmental science, medicine,
engineering, toxicology, developing new synthetic biodegradable plastics, electronics,
manufacturing clothing, space exploration, pharmaceuticals, and research. In fact it is
such a versatile subject that it is very difficult to find a job where the skills and abilities
developed by the study of Chemistry could not be applied
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Specification
OCR Classical Civilisation
AS H008, Classical
Civilisation A level (A2) H408
AS Level
2 exam papers
The World of the Hero - 1 hour
30 mins (50%)
Culture and the Arts - 1 hour 30
mins (50%)
A2 Level
3 exam papers
The World of the Hero - 2
hours 20 mins (40%)
Culture and the Arts - 1 hour 45
mins (30%)
Beliefs and Ideas - 1 hour 45
mins (30%)

Sixth Form Options

Classical
Civilisation
“Learn to develop an independent critical approach to
literature, history and politics.”
This course is open to any students, regardless of your GCSE subjects; the
course will build on skills from English, History, and RP, for example. All texts
are studied in translation, so no knowledge of any language other than English
is needed but, if you have done or Latin, Greek, or Classical Civilisation GCSE,
you will find that you have a small head start on some topics.
We do not, however, expect any prior knowledge: it is expected that more than
half the students in your class will never have studied any classical subject and
the subject will be, in many ways, very different from what any of you have done
before.

ABOUT THE COURSE
Classical Civilisation involves in-depth study of the Classical
Greek and Roman worlds and their influences on literature,
theatre, art and philosophy.
You will learn to develop an independent, critical approach and to form strong,
highly transferable analytical skills. Many students find it a valuable foundation
for other arts and humanities subjects, while for others it is a welcome contrast
to the sciences.
You will study both Literature and Ancient history, both Greek and Roman;
you will read texts well over 2000 years old, looking at the classical world
from both the more obvious historical and literary perspective, but also from
more nuanced psychological, sociological, and philosophical standpoints. The
options we have chosen are specifically intended to provide insight into a broad
range of time periods and themes within the Greco-Roman world.
There is also the opportunity to take extra-curricular Greek class at lunchtime
and to enjoy a range of theatre, museum, and university trips to enhance
learning and to prepare you best for your Post A-level studies.

WHY STUDY CLASSICAL
CIVILISATION AT TRURO
HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• Our recent leavers have gone on to study Classics at world-renowned universities
including Oxford and Warwick
• A good grade at A Level is highly regarded by universities such as Oxford and
Cambridge – especially when applying for competitive courses like Medicine and
Law
• Regular visits to Oxford University to give pupils a taste of reading Classics at one
of the world’s top educational establishments
• Ancient Greek is also offered as an extra-curricular subject with the opportunity
to achieve GCSE
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Specification
AQA English B7716 (AS Level) or
AQA B7717 (A Level)
AS Level
Paper 1: Closed book written
exam: 1 hour 30 mins (50%)
Paper 2: Open book written exam:
1 hour 30 mins (50%)
A2 Level
Paper 1: Closed book written
exam: 2 hours 30 mins (40%)
Paper 2: Open book written exam:
3 hours (40%)
Non-examination assessment:
theory and independence (20%)

Sixth Form Options

English
Literature
If you love reading and love talking about what you read,
A Level English Literature is definitely for you. English
Literature at Truro High enables students to not only
develop their reading and writing skills but to enjoy and
explore literature with creativity and rigour.
We offer an exciting course designed to inspire students who love reading, giving
them the opportunity to explore their own interests and the texts they enjoy.
The course encourages wide reading in three genres - poetry, prose and drama and to experience literature from all ages. Literature is a subject for the modern
world; we don’t just study canonical works.

During lessons you will discuss reading and share ideas with
other people, listening to views and responding so that you
come to appreciate different ways of reading the same text.
You will take notes, write essays and present ideas. Areas of study include
narrative, genre and critical theory. You will enjoy researching backgrounds to
texts and reading others from the same period or by the same writer.
During Year 12, we conduct an in-depth genre study which focusses on
‘Tragedy’ or ‘Comedy’, including a play by Shakespeare. We consider defining
features of the genre and often see a play in action for ourselves in Stratford (as
well as taking a look backstage, visiting Shakespeare’s birthplace and exploring
the town in greater depth).
In addition we study other genres such as crime or political writing. For
coursework we look at critical theory and how to apply it.
You will be taught by people who have significant experience of teaching and
examining at this level. We promise to bring out your full potential – and we
truly hope you will enjoy exploring literary texts with us.

STUDENT STORIES
“A Level English Literature at Truro High is a wonderful subject which
genuinely rewards independent thinking and is enjoyable on each level. I
found the classes a very supportive environment to explore a variety of texts canonical, brand new, obscure, controversial, in non-standard English - which
I probably would not have tackled otherwise.
I found that the main difference between studying English literature at GCSE
and at A Level was not the difficulty of the texts studied, but the freedom you
are given to explore texts independently.”

Rosalind Williams, Former Student
Rosalind spent a year travelling and teaching English
abroad before heading to Bristol University to read
Physics and Philosophy.
“The range of texts, from Keats to post-2000 modern texts like those of Kate
Atkinson, really helped me prepare for a wide and varied programme of study
at Oxford.”

Eugenie Nevin, Former Student
Eugenie studies History and English at Oxford
University. On average only 11 students from
around the world take up places to read this subject
at the university each year.

WHY STUDY ENGLISH
LITERATURE AT TRURO
HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• This year, 100% of all passes for English were A*/A
• Recent leavers have gone on to study everything from Criminology at Swansea to
English and History at Oxford
• Studying English at Truro High encourages students to foster different approaches
to thinking about the world around us; we consider what motivates writers to create
beautiful or powerful imagery and explore many themes about what it means to be
human.
• A study of English Literature at Truro High involves engaging debate, challenging
existing ways of thinking about learning and finding more ways to adopt a critical
approach when examining the world around us through language.
• English Literature can open many doors both at university and beyond. Exceptional
language skills are highly-sought after for any essay based course whilst the focus on
analysis, debate and critical theorising will prove invaluable for the most challenging
degree courses at the world’s top universities.

Sixth Form Options

Specification
WJEC Food Science & Nutrition
Level 3 Applied Diploma
Unit 1 (Year 12)
Assessment:
1 exam paper, 1 hour 30 mins
9 hours of controlled assessment
culminating in 3 hour practical
examination
Unit 2 (Year 13)
Assessment:
8 Hour supervised study
Unit 3 (optional)
Assessment:
14 hour research project
Unit 4 (optional)
Assessment:
14 hour research project

Food Science
& Nutrition
An understanding of food science and nutrition is relevant
to many industries and job roles. Care providers and
nutritionists in hospitals use this knowledge, as do sports
coaches and fitness instructors. Hotels and restaurants,
food manufacturers and government agencies also use
this understanding to develop menus, food products and
policies that support healthy eating initiatives. Many
employment opportunities within the field of food science
and nutrition are available to graduates.
The WJEC Level 3 in Food Science and Nutrition has been designed to provide
learners with underpinning knowledge, understanding and skills to progress to
further study and training. It offers exciting and interesting experiences that
focus learning for learners, through applied learning, i.e. through the acquisition
of knowledge and understanding in purposeful contexts linked to the food
production industry.

WHAT WILL I LEARN ON
THE COURSE?
The Level 3 Food Science and Nutrition qualifications allow students to gain a
wealth of knowledge about the food and nutrition industry. Students will have
the opportunity to learn about the relationship between the human body and
food as well as practical skills for cooking and preparing food.

HOW IS THE COURSE
DELIVERED?
In Year 12 the Certificate is taught, this comprises solely of Unit 1, the UCAS
points are half of the full Diploma.
The WJEC Level 3 Diploma in Food Science and Nutrition is made up of four
units. All learners must take units 1 and 2 and then select either unit 3 or unit 4.

UNIT 1: Meeting the Nutritional Needs
of Specific Groups (mandatory)
This mandatory unit will enable students to demonstrate an understanding of the
science of food safety, nutrition and nutritional needs in a wide range of contexts,
and through on–going practical sessions, to gain practical skills to produce quality
food items to meet the needs of individuals. The purpose of this unit is for
students to develop an understanding of the nutritional needs of specific target
groups and plan and cook complex dishes to meet their nutritional needs.
This unit is assessed by a 1 1/2 hour Examination and a Controlled Assessment
assignment in Year 12.
•
•

The written examination is 90 minutes
The 9 hours of controlled assessment include research and
preparation, culminating in a 3 hour practical examination

UNIT 2: Ensuring Food is Safe to Eat
(mandatory)
The second mandatory unit will allow students to develop their understanding of
the science of food safety and hygiene; essential knowledge for anyone involved
in food production or wishing to work in the food industry. Students will develop
an understanding of hazards and risks in relation to the storage, preparation and
cooking of food in different environments and the control measures needed to
minimise these risks. From this understanding, students will be able to recommend
the control measures that need to be in place, in different environments, to ensure
that food is safe to eat.
•
This unit is examined by an 8 hour supervised study, carried out in
May of Year 13

UNIT 3: Experimenting to Solve Food
Production (optional) – Controlled
Assessment Year 13
The aim of this unit is for students to use their understanding of the properties of
food in order to plan and carry out experiments. The results of the experiments
would be used to propose options to solve food production problems.

UNIT 4: Current Issues in Food Science
and Nutrition (optional) – Controlled
Assessment Year 13
Through this unit, you will develop the skills needed to plan, carry out and present
a research project on current issues linked to issues related to food science and
nutrition. This could be from the perspective of a consumer, food manufacturer,
caterer and/or policy-making perspective.
•

Unit 3 or 4 is assessed through a 14 hour research project, to
include relevant practical and experimental work

Examples of topics include:
•
Is it easier to avoid obesity by having a vegetarian diet?
•
Does the provision of a school breakfast club improve
concentration levels?
•
Is it possible to have a balanced diet on a low budget?
•
Does the current trend for juicing provide a healthy balanced
diet?
•
Is it possible to have a sugar free diet and still eat processed foods?
•
Is it possible to change your diet without the assistance of weight
loss clubs?
•
Is the range of conflicting advice available on health and diet
confusing the general public?

WHAT CAREERS WOULD
THIS COURSE BE USEFUL
FOR?
Together with relevant Level 3 qualifications such as AS and A Levels in Biology,
Chemistry, Sociology and Maths, learners will gain the required knowledge to
progress to higher education degree courses, such as:
•
•
•
•

BSc Food and Nutrition
BSc Human Nutrition
BSc (Hons) Public Health Nutrition
BSc (Hons) Food Science and Technology

An understanding of food and nutrition is relevant to many industries and
job roles. Care providers and nutritionists in hospitals use this knowledge,
as do sports coaches and fitness instructors. Hotels and restaurants, food
manufacturers and government agencies also use this understanding to develop
menus, food products and policies that support healthy eating initiatives. Food
and drink is the largest manufacturing sector in the UK. Many employment
opportunities within the field of food and nutrition are available to graduates
including:
Food Technology, Food Marketing, Food Product Development, Dietetics,
Nutrition, Teaching, Catering, Nursing, Hotel Management, Environmental
Health, Social Health and Sports Science

FINAL GRADES
UCAS points provided are for full diploma. Please be aware that a certificate
is worth half of the points below.
Distinction*

56 UCAS points

Distinction

48 UCAS points

Merit

32 UCAS points

Pass

16 UCAS points
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Sixth Form Options

Geography
Specification
Edexcel Geography 8GE0 (AS
Level) and 9GE0 (A Level)
AS Level
Examinations: 2 exam papers, each
1 hour 45 mins
A2 Level
Examinations: 3 exam papers, 2
hours 15 mins each (80%)
Coursework: 1 independent
investigation (20%)

Geography IS the news; a life threatening hurricane
approaching the eastern seaboard of the USA; BREXIT,
the changing face of European Geography; Climate
Change – is it moving faster than we are?; the impacts of a
surge in plastics in the world’s oceans; micro-seismicity in
Cornwall (mini earthquakes) resulting from revolutionary
test drilling, gauging potential for geothermal energy
generation, and simultaneously prospecting for rare
minerals eg lithium. Like the planet, Geography’s dynamic;
ever changing and full of variety.
As Michael Palin, the former president of the Royal Geographical Society, said
“so many of the world’s current issues – at a global scale and locally – boil down
to geography, and need the geographers of the future to help us understand
them.
“Global warming as it affects countries and regions, food and energy security, the
degradation of land and soils from over-use and misuse, the spread of disease,
the causes and consequences of migration, and the impacts of economic change
on places and communities. These are just some of the challenges facing the next
generation, which geographers must help solve.”

You will be studying physical, human and economic geography
topics. You will be assessed via examinations only at AS Level,
though fieldwork remains a compulsory part of the AS course
where you will complete both human and physical geography
fieldwork projects.
At A Level, again, fieldwork is an integral part of the course and there is
coursework to complete: an independent investigation worth 20% of the
qualification; here, you have the opportunity to specialise (with guidance) in an
area of the subject that is important to you.
The course is designed to enable synopticity and encourage students to see ‘the
bigger picture’ and confidently link geographical processes, themes, ideas and
concepts together across topics.
Geography is an accessible subject which underpins others; not only is it highly
topical, but it also includes a grounding in traditional, rigorous geographical
theories. The subject provides scientific background for people taking Arts
subjects and a background in communication skills for those taking Science
subjects.
Transferable skills developed through studying Geography include: research
and data collection, report writing, time management and organisation,
communication, interpersonal skills, use of IT, numeracy, and problem
solving. In a changing world, Geography is becoming even more popular as a
University course, and these skills are well respected by universities, and much
sought after by employers.

STUDENT STORY
“I love how broad A Level Geography is; we cover such a wide range of
topics many of which have case studies in Cornwall! The course allows lots
of independent influence as to what we study. The best part about having a
small class is that it allows the teachers to spend quality time with each student
and help them in the way that suits them best. As all of my classmates are
applying for geography-based degrees, lessons are often tailored to what we
would expect at university, and there is plenty of subject specific support to
aid our applications.”

Viv, Current Year 13
Viv is currently applying to study Geography with
Quantitative Research at university. She will also be
taking a gap year to pursue her passion for sports
coaching, with the hope it will take her to lots of
different places in the UK and even abroad.

WHY STUDY GEOGRAPHY
AT TRURO HIGH SIXTH
FORM?
• This year, 100% of all passes for Geography were A*/A
• A Level Geography is taught by dedicated subject specialists with an open door policy for
all students in need of support
• Students have a huge input into fieldwork destinations which can be tailored to suit their
needs and proposed courses of study at degree
• Geography is identified by the Russell Group of the UK’s 24 leading universities as a
‘facilitating subject’ at A Level – so called because choosing it at advanced level leaves open
a wide range of options for university study
• Geography A Level is an umbrella subject - a course that is complimentary for those
preferring the Sciences or Humanities subjects
• It’s a diverse and dynamic subject, and is so topical, it makes the news headlines every
day, as it comprises elements of environmental, physical, social, economic and political
Geography
• Highly sought-after transferable skills developed through studying Geography include:
research and data collection, report writing, time management and organisation,
communication, interpersonal skills, use of IT, numeracy, and problem solving.
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Sixth Form Options

History
Specification
Edexcel 8HI0 (AS Level) or
Edexcel 9HI0 (A Level)
AS Level
2 examination papers: one of 2
hours 15 mins and another of 1
hour 30 mins (AS certification
in 2016)
A2 Level
3 examination papers: two of
2 hours and 15 mins and one
of 1 hour and 30 mins and 1
coursework assignment assessed
internally (A Level certification
in 2017)

History is all about seeking knowledge, argument and
interest in the world around us – past and present. The A
Level History course offers you the opportunity to study
British and European history from the modern period.
You will be able to develop an interest in history that will last well beyond school,
as well as gaining a deeper appreciation for the worldwide frame in which history
is located and the spirit of critical enquiry that this subject demands.
If you enjoy research, investigation and reasoned discussion it is likely that history
will appeal to you greatly. History develops its students’ analytical faculties.

You will learn to deal with all kinds of historical evidence from
a wide range of perspectives. You will have to exercise your
capacity for making judgements and to draw substantiated
conclusions from the sources you consider. You will learn to
be more questioning, analytical and rigorous in your methods
as well as learning to express yourself orally and in writing
with fluency and precision.
History has obvious connections with a wide range of higher education and
career paths, including law, journalism and the Civil Service.
At AS Level you will study:
Germany and West Germany, 1918-1989
The Rise and Fall of Fascism in Italy, c. 1911-46
At A Level you will study:
Protest, Agitation and Parliamentary Reform in Britain, c. 1780-1928
Coursework for which students carry out an independently researched
enquiry requiring them to analyse and evaluate historical interpretations and to
organise and communicate the findings

STUDENT STORY
“A Level at Truro High really laid the foundations for reading History at
Oxford. I feel I most significantly benefitted from the freedom that the History
coursework gave us simultaneously enabling us to expand and deepen our
knowledge of the syllabus. This style of study is very similar to that of degree
level study and so prepared me greatly in terms of independent investigation
and evaluation of the arguments of others.
In addition, I was fortunate enough to benefit from supplementary
historiography classes taught by our History teacher after school to strengthen
our university applications and prepare us for university study.”

Eugenie Nevin, Former Student
Eugenie is now studying History and English at
Oxford University. On average only 11 students
from around the world take up places to read this
subject at the university each year.

WHY STUDY HISTORY AT
TRURO HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• 100% of A Level passes in History were grades B or above.
• A Level History will allow you to develop an in-depth view of the world and the forces
that shape it - political and economic, social and cultural, environmental and demographic.
• Historiography classes and tailored mentoring for those wishing to study History at the
world’s leading universities including Oxford and Cambridge
• Recent leavers have gone on to study History at world-class institutions including Oxford,
Warwick, UCL, Edinburgh and York.
• A Level History will train you to think ever more independently, to question, to investigate
and to be a critical reader of evidence.
• History is identified by the Russell Group of the UK’s 24 leading universities as a ‘facilitating
subject’ at A Level – so called because choosing it at advanced level leaves open a wide range
of options for university study.
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Specification
OCR Latin AS H043,
Latin A level (A2) H443
AS Level
2 exam papers
Language Paper 1 hour 30
mins
Literature Paper 2 hours
A2 Level
4 exam papers
Unseen Translation 1 hour 45
mins
Comprehension 1 hour 15
mins
Prose Literature 2 hours
Verse Literature 2 hours

Sixth Form Options

Latin

As the only school in Cornwall that offers Latin right
through to A Level, we believe the subject encourages the
development of a range of intellectual skills including
logic, accuracy and understanding of how a language
works. A good grade at A Level is highly regarded by
universities – especially when applying for competitive
courses like medicine and law.
The course is split equally between the Latin language and authentic Roman
literature, and girls are encouraged at every opportunity to pursue their own
interests in the classical world, be they historical, artistic, literary, or linguistic.

Latin is a rigorous and academically challenging subject, and as
such it is highly regarded by universities and employers alike.
Analytical skills, logical thinking, and blending wide-ranging material into
an organised whole are highly desirable qualities in undergraduates and
professionals: A Level Latin will develop these skills whilst at the same time
explaining the words behind so much of our modern scientific, technical, and
legal vocabulary.
A Level Latin is an impressively high standard, which enables girls even early
on in the course to tackle real Latin literature. Throughout the course, however,
we look at a wide range of authors and genres, and pay close attention to their
historical and social context. Girls are also introduced to some elements of
Ancient Greek literature, and have the opportunity to do some Ancient Greek
as an extra-curricular option.
The course prepares girls for all types of degree from Classics itself to Law,
Medicine and Economics. However we firmly believe that the benefits of
studying Latin are more than just academic. Such a close look at ancient society
can provoke a great deal of reflection about our own. The tyranny of Roman
Emperors will offer students a greater appreciation of modern democracy and
the principle of tolerance, and a look at the restrictions on Roman women
and slaves lead us to think more about the great value of respect and our civil
liberties. All of this, and much more, is why Latin is still so relevant for the
academically ambitious, socially conscious, well-rounded girls who thrive at
Truro High School.

STUDENT STORY
“Studying Latin at A Level is a great way to improve problem-solving skills
and language capabilities while finding out about the fascinating culture and
politics of Roman society, all though the medium of Latin literature. The
excellent teaching at Truro High ensured that the large step up to reading pure
Latin was well bridged and I found this challenge very rewarding.”

Rosalind Williams, Former Student
Rosalind spent a year travelling and teaching English
abroad before heading to Bristol University to read
Physics and Philosophy.

WHY STUDY LATIN AT
TRURO HIGH SIXTH
FORM?
• Truro High is the only school or college in Cornwall to offer A Level Latin
• A good grade at A Level is highly regarded by universities such as Oxford and
Cambridge – especially when applying for competitive courses like Medicine and
Law. Girls who have recently taken Latin are currently reading subjects ranging
from Dentistry to Egyptology.
• A Level Latin provides a perfect broad base to study Classical Civilisation and
our recent leavers have gone on to study Classics at world-renowned universities
including Oxford and Warwick
• Regular visits to Oxford University to give pupils a taste of reading Classics at one
of the world’s top educational establishments
• Ancient Greek is also offered as an extra-curricular subject with the opportunity
to achieve GCSE
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Specification
Mathematics B (MEI) - OCR
H630 (AS Level) and H640 (A2
Level)
Further Mathematics B (MEI) –
OCR H635 (AS Level) and H645
(A2 Level)
AS Level
Mathematics – 2 papers total
examination time 3 hours
Further Mathematics – 3 papers
total examination time 3 hours 45
minutes
THERE IS NO COURSEWORK
A2 Level
Mathematics – 3 papers total
examination time 6 hours
Further Mathematics – 4 papers
total examination time 6 hours 25
mins

Sixth Form Options

Mathematics
& Further
Mathematics
Mathematics at A Level enables students to extend their
range of mathematical skills and techniques, to develop
the ability to apply them in other subjects and to model
and solve real-life problems.
During the course you will:
• extend your range of mathematical skills and techniques
• understand coherence and progression in mathematics and how different
areas of mathematics are connected
• apply mathematics in other fields of study and be aware of the relevance
of mathematics to the world of work and to situations in society in general
• use your mathematical knowledge to make logical and reasoned decisions
in solving problems both within pure mathematics and in a variety of
contexts, and communicate the mathematical rationale for these decisions
clearly
• use technology such as calculators and computers effectively and recognise
when such use may be inappropriate

The A Level course allows you to develop your skills in logical
reasoning and problem solving and is a much sought after
qualification for entry to a wide variety of degrees at university.
University courses or careers that list A Level Mathematics as essential or highly
desirable include; engineering, accountancy, actuarial studies, the sciences,
medicine, statistics, economics, finance, architecture and of course Mathematics
itself. To study Mathematics in the Sixth Form you should have gained a grade
7, 8 or 9 at GCSE.
The course will cover:
1. Pure mathematics including proof, algebra, graphs, an introduction to binomial
expansions, trigonometry, logarithms, calculus and vectors.
2. Mechanics including kinematics in 1 dimension, working with forces and
Newton’s laws.
3. Statistics including working with data from a sample to make inferences about
a population, simple probability calculations, using the binomial distribution as a
model and statistical hypothesis testing.
We also offer Further Mathematics. This qualification encourages learners to
develop a deep understanding of mathematics and an ability to use it in a variety
of contexts. It encourages learners to use appropriate technology to deepen their
mathematical understanding and extend the range of problems which they are
able to solve.
A Level Further Mathematics builds on from GCSE and A Level Mathematics. It
is designed for students with an enthusiasm for mathematics, many of whom will
go on to degrees in mathematics, engineering, the sciences and economics or any
subject where mathematics is developed further than in A Level Mathematics.
As well as building on algebra and calculus introduced in A Level Mathematics,
the A Level Further Mathematics core content introduces complex numbers and
matrices, fundamental mathematical ideas with wide applications in mathematics,
engineering, physical sciences and computing.
The non-core content includes different options that can enable students to
specialise in areas of mathematics that are particularly relevant to their interests
and future aspirations.

STUDENT STORY
“Studying both Maths and Further Maths at A Level proved to be a great head
start to the mathematical part of my Biomedical Engineering degree. Further
Maths in particular put me ahead of the rest - I found it focussed more on how
Maths can be applied to the real world as well as giving me the chance to take a
closer look at topics covered during my first year at university.”

Charlotte Andrew, Former Student
Charlotte now studies Biomedical Engineering at
Imperial College London.

WHY STUDY
MATHEMATICS &
FURTHER MATHEMATICS
AT TRURO HIGH SIXTH
FORM?
• Recent leavers have gone on to study everything from Astrophysics at Edinburgh
and Maths and Physics at Exeter to Quantitative Finance and Risk Management
at the Chinese University of Hong Kong
• 100% of all passes for A Level Mathematics were A*-B and 100% A*/A for
Further Mathematics
• Weekly maths clinics offering one-to-one assistance for students and an open
door policy for any student who needs extra support with their mathematical
studies
• A Level Mathematics and Further Mathematics is taught by dedicated and
passionate subject specialists at Truro High
• Nationwide competitions throughout the year to stretch mathematical talent
including the Senior Maths Challenge and UKMT Team Maths Challenge. Our
teams regularly win regional podium places in these prestigious competitions.
• A Level Mathematics is a sought-after prerequisite for many highly competitive
degree courses
• A recent study undertaken by the University of Nottingham shows that students
who study A Level Mathematics are likely to receive an 11% premium on their
salary
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Specification
AQA French AS (7651) and A
Level (7652)
AQA Spanish AS (7691) and A
Level (7692)
AS Level
Paper 1 : Listening, reading,
writing and translation – 45% (1
hour 45 mins)
Paper 2 : Writing: Translation
into French/Spanish and one
essay on set text/film – 25% (1
hour 30 mins )
Paper 3 : Speaking: Discussion
of two stimulus cards – 30% (1214 mins
A2 Level
Paper 1 : Listening, reading,
writing and translation – 50% (2
hours 30 mins )
Paper 2 : Two essays on set text/
film – 20% (2 hours)
Paper 3 : Speaking: Discussion
of one stimulus card followed
by presentation of an individual
research project – 30% (1618mins)

Sixth Form Options

Modern
Foreign
Languages
As a school, we believe that learning a foreign language
is an essential life skill. Candidates taking a language at
A Level will leave Truro High School linguistically very
well equipped to travel, work or study abroad.
Throughout their time in the Sixth Form, girls develop their ability to engage
in lively and spontaneous conversation about a wide range of topics and have
many opportunities to hone their presentation and independent research skills.
In addition, the A Level courses provide a fascinating insight into the cultures
of the countries where these languages are spoken, through the study of a film
and/or literary work, as well as contemporary social issues and current affairs.

At Truro High, Languages A Level students are offered positions
of responsibility by electing to be a Language Ambassador
promoting languages throughout the school.
Teaching takes place in our purpose-built Helford Language Centre where
foreign language assistants offer regular conversation classes in small,
informal groups alongside lessons. There are also frequent foreign trips
organised to France and Spain as well as the opportunity totake part in our
mini assistants scheme in Brittany and work experience in Spain.
Language skills are increasingly sought after by employers in a wide range of
fields. Indeed, many international companies now expect fluency in more than
one language. Studies have shown that having a language at A Level improves
your employability in the workplace and can increase your future earning potential
by up to 20%.
Universities offer a vast range of courses where languages can be combined
with subjects ranging from International Relations to Engineering and from
Accountancy to Law as well as careers requiring specialised linguists such as
Interpreting or Teaching.
There are also many opportunities for Gap Year students with language skills,
for example, working on conservation projects in South America or on the
European ski slopes.
With less than 50% of students taking a language nationally at GCSE, you will
already be at an advantage when applying for a place at a top university, so why
not study a language at A Level to put yourself in an even more advantageous
position for the job market in this increasingly multilingual society?

STUDENT STORY
“Studying languages at Truro High prepared me well for university as well as
my travels. When I arrived at St Andrews to begin my Spanish degree, after
a year of work in Colombia, I felt that I had been well equipped to tackle a
diverse university course. The intimate setting of an A Level classroom as well as
the language assistant classes at school helped me to increase my confidence in
reading, writing, speaking and listening.
Now coming to the end of my degree, I look back with gratitude over my A
Level years; there really is no where else like Truro High. The staff team worked
tirelessly to ensure we all achieved what we were capable of in order to reach
the next step. I am confident that the language and transferable skills that I have
learnt in my studies will put my in good stead for whatever life takes me postuniversity.”

Danielle Butler, Former Student
Danielle currently studies Spanish at St Andrews
(pictured left undertaking the university’s Torchlit
Gaudie Pier Walk)

WHY STUDY A MODERN
FOREIGN LANGUAGE AT
TRURO HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• 100% of all passes in Modern Foreign Languages were A*/A
• Learning a foreign language builds your communication, interpersonal, intercultural and
public speaking skills.
• Recent leavers have gone on to study courses at world-renowned institutions ranging from
London College of Fashion to Oxford University
• Students are offered positions of responsibility by electing to be a Language Ambassador,
leading Prep School languages clubs and helping to run European Day of Languages.
• A language provides improved employment options where the job market is seeking globally
minded people. A language makes you stand out from the crowd.
• Weekly one-to-one lessons with foreign language assistants to perfect pronunciation and
fluency
• Bi-annual French Exchange Programme
• Opportunity to gain invaluable work experience in a French primary school as part of our
‘Mini-Assistants’ Project and to undertake work experience in Spain
• Digital language laboratory
• Cognitive benefits include enhanced memory, longer attention span, analytic and criticalthinking skills.
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Specification
OCR Music H143 (AS Level) and
H543 (A2 Level)
AS Level
Performing - Recital (minimum 6
minutes) playing or singing solo or in
an ensemble, improvising, or realising
music through music technology
Composing - Composition of two
seperate pieces of music
Listening & Appraising - Written
examination
A2 Level
Performing A – Recital (6-9 mins)
Composing A – Composition of at
least three separate pieces of music
Performing B – Recital (10-12 mins)
Composing B – Composition of at
least two separate pieces of music
Listening and Appraising – Written
examination

Sixth Form Options

Music
The Music Department aims to develop a deep
understanding and appreciation of different kinds
of music and to fire up enthusiasm to look a little
further. We hope that, through studying music,
girls will develop broader life-skills and attributes
– including critical and creative thinking, aesthetic
sensitivity and emotional and cultural development.
We explore the diverse and dynamic heritage of music and the essential
role it has played, and continues to play, in the spiritual, moral, ethical,
social and cultural lives of people from around the world, both in the
past and right now.

Music at A Level is built on the skills of performing, listening
and composing developed at GCSE and, although it is not
essential to have studied Music at GCSE, you will need strong
abilities in these areas.
As a guide, you will need to be at Grade 5 (ABRSM) for the AS performance
module and at Grade 6 (ABRSM) for the A Level performance module. The AS
Level is suitable for those who wish to further their study of music and for those
whose interest is recreational whilst the A Level builds on the foundations laid
down at GCSE and develops skills to a level required for the study of music in
Higher Education.
Should you decide that music is a career for you then there is a whole kaleidoscope
of opportunities available. The list includes performing, production, publishing,
broadcasting, composing, teaching, music therapy, music librarians, instrument
manufacture and retail.
Extra-curricular music activities include a school orchestra, jazz band, string
orchestra, chamber choir, flute choir and theory club. The Department presents
termly formal concerts, smaller informal class concerts and takes part in Music
Festivals, external competitions and various engagements throughout the year.
External music examinations are also encouraged.
There is also the opportunity for students to undertake the Gold Arts Award
with a focus on Music. With such a wide range of ensembles at school, the scope
for these leadership opportunities is vast and can be tailored to suit student’s
career aspirations. For example, last year one student had the opportunity to
develop and conduct a 50-strong choir as part of the award. We are the only
school or college in the county to offer this prestigious award at this level.

STUDENT STORY
During Year 12, Sixth Form pianist Karen celebrated achieving university-level
music qualifications way ahead of schedule. The 18-year-old’s musical talent was
recognised by ABRSM, having passed their newly launched ARSM Recital exam
with flying colours.
The ARSM exam represents the next step on from Grade 8 – a standard which
is usually only reached by students at degree level.

Karen Chan, Former Student
Karen in now studying Primary Education and
Music at Nottingham University.

WHY STUDY MUSIC AT
TRURO HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• 100% of all passes for Music were grade A
• A hugely diverse, experienced and knowledgeable department comprising of the South
West’s top music specialists
• Huge range of instruments on offer ranging from violin to electric guitar and from
French horn to harp
• Weekly composition sessions in our dedicated music tech suite using the most advanced
industry standard software - Sibelius for Mac
• Music is taught in small classes and we tailor-make our teaching resources to bring out the
best in our students and play to their individual strengths
• Numerous opportunities to perform at prestigious concerts and events around the county
• Masterclasses with leading international music experts which recently included a
composition workshop with world renowned composer Dobrinka Tabakova. The workshop
culminated with a performance in Truro Cathedral which was broadcast worldwide on
BBC Radio 3
• You will develop technically, academically and artistically in a way that is an essential part
of preparation for the music profession, and other occupations
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Specification
OCR Physical Education
H155 (AS Level) and H555
(A2 Level)
AS Level
2 x 1 hour 15 mins
exam paper & internal
assessment practical
A2 Level
1 x 2 hour exam paper,
2 x 1 hour exam paper
& internal assessment

Sixth Form Options

Physical
Education
Have you ever wondered...
•
•
•
•
•

Why some people can run faster than others?
How your personality affects your performance?
How you could become an elite sports performer?
Why people take drugs?
How technology can help you?

Studying A Level Physical Education will give you a fantastic insight into the
amazing world of sports performance. Not only will you have the chance to
perform or coach a sport through the non-exam assessment component, you will
also develop a wide-ranging knowledge into the how and why of physical activity
and sport.

The combination of physical performance and academic
challenge provides an exciting opportunity for students. Physical
Education is studied though a range of different contexts and
the impact it has on both ours and other’s everyday lives. You
will learn the reasons why we do things, why some people out
perform others, mentally and physically. You will also delve into
the ethical considerations behind the use of drugs and also the
influence that modern technology is having in and on physical
activity and sport.
How will you be assessed?
• Non-Exam Assessment (NEA). One practical performance, as either a coach
or a performer in an activity.
• NEA. One Performance Analysis task.
• A total of four hours assessment split over three examination papers (2 x 1
hour and 2 x 1 hour) taken at the end of the two year course.
What are the benefits?
• This is an interesting and challenging learning experience, linking key sporting
ideas with practical performance and gaining insight into the relationships they
have with each other.
• The development of transferable skills including decision-making, psychological
understanding of people, independent thinking, problem solving and analytical
skills as well as thinking and acting under pressure.
• The study of A Level Physical Education opens up a range of possibilities for
further study and careers associated with the subject. It is an excellent base for
a university degree in sports science, sports management, healthcare, or exercise
and health and can also open up a range of career opportunities including sports
development, sports coaching, physiotherapy, personal training or becoming one
of the next generation of PE teachers. The transferable skills you learn through
your study of Physical Education, such as decision-making and independent
thinking are also useful in any career path you choose to take.
Recent leavers range from Olympic hopefuls who have previously competed for
England to aspiring medics going on to study physiotherapy abroad.

WHY STUDY PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AT TRURO
HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• Recent leavers range from Olympic hopefuls who have previously competed
for England to aspiring medics going on to study physiotherapy abroad.
• You will be taught by expert sport specialists with 20+ years of teaching
experience at OCR A Level. The course is led by Ms Kat Barbery-Redd who was
named England Hockey’s Coach of the Year 2019.
• Elite Sports Pathway Programme offering our top sportswomen one-to-one
mentoring in order to help them manage their busy schedules playing for regional
and national teams.
• Our teachers have excellent knowledge of students’ strengths and weaknesses
to guide you to the right practical assessments.
• One-to-one individual support in both theory and practical elements of the
course.
• A wide range of sports are on offer to students and the school holds a large
number of sporting titles including the Under 18 Indoor and Under 18 Outdoor
Hockey County Champion titles.
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Sixth Form Options

Physics
Specification
Edexcel Physics 8PH0 (AS
Level) or 9PH0 (A Level)
AS Level
2 exam papers, each 1 hour 30
mins
A2 Level
3 exam papers, total duration 6
hours
Minimum of 12 practical
activities carried out over the
two year course, internally
assessed

Physics aims to answer the key questions, not just in life
but in the universe. So if you regularly wonder How?
Why? What if ? then studying physics for A Level is for
you! When you take A Level Physics you will search for
answers that can help provide structure and order to the
world in which we live - from looking at why atoms exist
and interact, to understanding how the Universe has
evolved in the way that we see today.
The course offered at Truro High School for Girls is the Edexcel specification.
It aims to provide an up-to-date and contemporary look at modern and
classical aspects of physics (e.g. Particle Physics, Newtonian Mechanics, and
the Nature of Light). It does this by building a solid mathematical foundation
so that physics concepts and principles can be understood effectively.

Physics is a very valuable subject for many reasons. It is an
essential A Level for many engineering and physics courses
at university. While Physics complements other sciences and
mathematics courses, it also provides an interesting and valuable
addition for students who might be looking at ‘non-science’
subjects for their degree course.
You will be taught by two Physics teachers who have years of experience
delivering Edexcel and other specifications. The relatively small group sizes will
ensure that we you will receive all the help and support you may need.
A Level Physicists will have the chance to become STEM ambassadors and help
in our Engineering programmes with younger pupils.
Our students have gone on to study a huge variety of degree courses including
Mechanical Engineering, Natural Sciences, Astrophysics and many more.
In recent years, Truro High School A Level Physics students have headed to
some of the world’s leading universities to read subjects ranging from Biomedical
Engineering at Imperial, Medicine at Cambridge and Astrophysics at Edinburgh.

STUDENT STORIES
“My Physics A Level at Truro High has been an extremely useful basis for my
degree in biomedical engineering, the wide range of topics covered made it
both an interesting and rewarding subject. The lab techniques I obtained from
large amounts of practical work could be directly applied in the laboratories at
university.”

Charlotte Andrew, Former Student
Charlotte now studies Biomedical Engineering at
Imperial College London.

“I have found Physics a brilliantly rewarding and challenging subject, which
facilitates both creative and systematic thinking. The Physics teachers at Truro
High are endlessly helpful, inspiring and exceptionally patient at explaining the
more difficult concepts that arise. If you are a diligent, motivated student with
a strong desire to learn how things work, then you will love A Level Physics.”

Rosalind Williams, Former Student
Rosalind spent a year travelling and teaching English
abroad before heading to Bristol University to read
Physics and Philosophy.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Students may elect to undertake experimental scientific research
during their time in Sixth Form. Degree-style work, such as
this, is invaluable for those students wishing to continue their
scientific studies at university preparing them for the rigorous
investigation and research that will form an essential part of
their degree.
This year, for example, our Lower Sixth physicists are researching and
investigating a chosen topic throughout the term before writing up their findings
in a publishable scientific paper.
Alongside specialist support from our Physics teachers, the girls will receive oneto-one mentoring from academic researcher Dr Benny Hallam to publish their
analysis. Dr Hallam has worked extensively with university research groups and
published numerous top-level conference papers and articles in world-renowned
journals such as Science.

WHY STUDY PHYSICS
AT TRURO HIGH SIXTH
FORM?
• 100% of all passes for Physics were A*/A
• Recent leavers have gone on to study at some of the world’s leading universities
to read subjects ranging from Biomedical Engineering at Imperial and Medicine
at Cambridge to Astrophysics at Edinburgh and Physics and Philosophy at
Bristol.
• Physics explains the world around you. There’s a long list of unanswered
physics questions today, as there were thousands of years ago. What questions
might you answer next?
• Opportunities to undertake degree-style experimental scientific research and
publish academic papers
• Physics opens doors. In addition to expanding options to pursue careers in
Science and Engineering, the analytical skills provide pathways to many varied
careers not specifically involving STEM. Your career could be anything from
architect to oceanographer, medical physicist to a job that hasn’t been created
yet!
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Sixth Form Options

Psychology
Specification
AQA Psychology
- 7181 (AS Level)
or 7182 (A Level)
AS Level
2 x 1 hour and 30 mins
exam papers
A2 Level
3 x 2 hour exam papers

Our brain is the source of all our thoughts and behaviour –
by studying Psychology you gain better insight into how the
most powerful and complex machine you own functions on a
daily basis. Psychology is the scientific study of the human
mind and behaviour and enables our students to consider
human nature from many perspectives and to think critically
about its causes and consequences.
Psychology uses scientific process and is accepted by the majority of medical courses
as a third science A Level. However, as Psychology is about people and how we
perceive the world it is relevant to every career choice and works well being applied
alongside any combination of A Level subjects including the Arts.

Psychology is a challenging and stimulating course and students
say that it is rewarding and interesting because it is so relevant.
Modern research is improving our understanding of the brain
and behaviour very quickly and if students continue within
the subject they can become part of this exciting and evolving
world of new discovery.
At AS Level we cover the assumptions of the key approaches to Psychology
before focussing on Biopsychology, Social Influence (including conformity
and obedience), Memory, Attachment behaviour (in animals and children) and
Psychopathology (including phobias, mood disorders and OCD). You will also
learn about research methods, how to successfully conduct an experiment using
the scientific method by collecting and analysing valid, reliable data.
At A2 students can look forward to more in depth study into the key approaches
and further improving their research methods skills. On top of this, students
can have an element of choice in the topics they learn in order to help them
study what is most relevant for their future career choices. Some of these
options include gender related behaviour, forensic psychology, addiction, stress
management, aggression and schizophrenia.
During the course, all students will be offered the opportunity to listen to
practising psychologists across a variety of fields as well as attend specialist
conferences run by principal examiners.
Students are also encouraged to investigate subjects that extend beyond the
psychology curriculum in their independent research presentation; this allows
them to have a great opportunity to show their individual interests within
psychology and forms a very useful and impressive basis for references and
applications in further education.

STUDENT STORY
“Having recently graduated from the University of Bath, I am very grateful
to Truro High for developing my interest in the Psychology. The Sixth Form
ultimately equipped me with the knowledge and skills to secure me a place at my
first choice university - ranked in the top 3 universities in the UK for Psychology
in the Guardian University Guide 2020.”

Freya Bickford, Former Student
Freya studied Psychology at the University of Bath, ranked 3rd in the country for
Psychology in the Guardian University Guide 2020

WHY STUDY
PSYCHOLOGY AT TRURO
HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• Psychology is a science that relates to many future career choices and is highly
sought-after in business, management, teaching, research, social work and careers
in medicine and healthcare
• Regular opportunities to attend top-level academic conferences to engage with
the latest research from world-leading experts in Psychology. Recent trips have
included ‘The Zimbardo Conference’ - with the key social psychology researcher
behind the renowned Stanford Prison Experiment.
• Psychology at Truro High will teach you to think like a professional psychologist
and researcher. You will learn about research methods, how to successfully
conduct an experiment using the scientific method by collecting and analysing
valid, reliable data.
• You will gain greater insight into the hows and whys of human behaviour as
you explore this scientific study of the mind
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Specification
OCR Religious Studies H173
(AS Level) & H573 (A Level)
AS Level
Paper 1: Philosophy of Religion
(1 hour 15 mins)
Paper 2: Religion & Ethics (1
hour 15 mins)
Paper 3: Developments in
Religious Thought (1 hour 15
mins)
A2 Level
Paper 1: Philosophy of Religion
(2 hours)
Paper 2: Religion & Ethics (2
hours)
Paper 3: Developments in
Religious Thought (2 hours)

Sixth Form Options

Religious
Philosophy
& Ethics
Religious Philosophy is a cutting edge subject and
enables girls to think clearly, honestly and accurately
about issues right at the heart of modern life.
A good grade at A Level is highly regarded by universities – especially when
applying for competitive courses – and leading professions. The prestigious
Russell Group argue that Religious Philosophy & Ethics “is the single most
important subject at A Level to prepare students for University”.

At A Level, we study the ethical approaches to topical subjects
including: war and peace, business ethics, environmental ethics,
sexual relationships, ethics in the media, ethics and politics
and, of course, medical ethics (Euthanasia, IVF, Genetic
Engineering and Abortion). This speaks for itself and explains
why increasingly the business world, leading universities and
medical and legal professions are not just recommending ethical
qualifications but indeed demanding it.
At AS Level you will look at the Hellenistic influences on our Christian tradition
particularly the work of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. We will also look at the
classical arguments for the existence of God and, indeed, what we mean by God.
We will also look at ‘The Problem of Evil’, sometimes known as the ‘Achilles
heel of rational theism’, and Religion and Science.
At A2 Level, we will look at the fascinating study of ‘life after death’ with
its associated areas of: immortality of the soul, reincarnation, near-death
experiences, remembered past lives and parapsychology. In addition we will study
the psychological and sociological challenges to theism and religious language.
As a student you can approach this subject from any faith background and indeed
none and you do not need to have studied it at GCSE. If you have good writing
skills and are prepared to fully engage with your background reading, Religious
Philosophy and Ethics will provide an enriching and enlightening addition to
your studies on an academic and personal level.

STUDENT STORIES
“Studying RP at Truro High opens your mind to appreciating other people’s
opinions and critically evaluate them. I am now studying medicine at university
so the work I have done on ethics has given me a fantastic foundation for the
years that lie ahead.”

Ezgi Aldemir, Former Student
Ezgi is now studying Medicine at Nottingham
University.

WHY STUDY RELIGIOUS
PHILOSOPHY AT TRURO
HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• Recent leavers have gone on to study a huge range of subjects at some of the world’s top
universities such as History at Warwick and Medicine at Nottingham
• The prestigious ‘Russell Group’ that represents the 12 leading universities in the country
states: “Religious Philosophy and Ethics is the single most important subject at A Level
to prepare students for University”.
• There are more A Levels in Religious Philosophy and Ethics, among the students who
study Politics, Philosophy and Economics at Oxford and Cambridge, than any other A
Level.
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Sixth Form Options

Textiles
Specification
AQA Textile Design
7204 (A Level)
A2 Level
Personal investigation and 15
hour externally set assignment

Studying Textiles encourages and develops innovation,
problem-solving, risk-taking, skill-enhancement, creativethinking, project management and commercial insight. A
large light filled studio and first-class teaching allows our
students to run riot with their imagination whilst keeping
a close eye on product planning and development, timemanagement and technical skills e.g. use of computer
aided design.
A Level Textiles at Truro High provides students with the opportunity to develop
their skills and individual style in fashion garment construction and fabric design
for fashion, costume and interiors. The students will complete a series of design
and make projects to develop their skills, each featuring a different research
context for inspiration.

Sixth Form differs from GCSE in that the projects allow the
student more freedom to pursue aspects of design of personal
interest and to reflect on the cultural context of their designs.
Fashion shows provide excellent opportunities to demonstrate
the beautiful and individual design work that these students
create and are enjoyed by both pupils and staff.
At Truro High, we teach both Textiles and Fashion Design within the A Level
course. These two skill sets are often offered as two separate courses from A
Level providers. Exceptional facilities include a large light filled studio with
computer-aided manufacture equipment, transfer printing to industry standard
and a huge variety of fabric samples to let students’ imaginations run wild.
This results in an impressive, degree-ready portfolio meaning that large numbers
of our students earn unconditional places to study at top Arts colleges without
the need for a Foundation year.
We are proud that our girls have won places at the top Arts colleges in the
country in past years including London College of Fashion on the strength of
their portfolios and delighted that this has led to exciting careers with the likes
of Mulberry.
A GCSE in Art or Textiles would be an advantage although the course may also
suit those who have studied Drama.

STUDENT STORY
“Truro High taught me the importance of passion - I was lucky enough to have
teachers who not only taught me the necessary information but also inspired me
to approach subjects with hard work and determination.
I remember Mrs Wieringa saying to me “if you want to make it in fashion you
can’t just like clothes, you have to live and breathe it”. From school onwards
I carried this thought with me through university and now, into my working
environment.
My time at Truro High in Art and Textiles classes was full of creativity, I was
encouraged to hand draw, take inspiration from the unlikely and always to keep
learning!”

Hope Wyatt, Former Student
Having graduated from Ravensbourne University
with a first in Womenswear Fashion Design, Hope
has already at the age of 27 worked at River Island,
Mulberry, Karen Millen and Debenhams.

WHY STUDY TEXTILES AT
TRURO HIGH SIXTH FORM?
• 100% of all passes at A*/A for many years
• Recent leavers have gone on to study at the London College of Fashion and design for
brands such as Mulberry, Karen Millen and Debenhams
• This year, all A Level students wishing to pursue a career in the creative arts secured
unconditional places to study at top arts colleges without the need for a foundation year
• Exceptional facilities including a large light filled studio with computer-aided design
manufacture equipment, transfer printing to industry standard and a huge variety of fabric
samples to let students’ imaginations run wild
• A Level Textiles opens up a whole range of careers from high-end fashion to costume, to
interior design allowing students to develop their joy of creativity and express their individual
vision
• Opportunities to design costumes for live productions which can prove a real strength on
your university applications
• Opportunity to undertake the Gold Arts Award in combined arts (visual and performing)
– we are the only school or college in the county to offer this prestigious award at this level
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Specification
AQA Theatre Studies 7262 (A
Level)
A2 Level
Component 1: Drama and
Theatre
Open book examination - 3
hours (40%)
Component 2: Creating Original
Drama
Performance & working
notebook (30%)
Component 3: Making
Theatre Performance & reflective
report (30%)

Sixth Form Options

Theatre
Studies
Drama is not just an academic subject, but a life
experience that encourages girls to use their imaginations
and express themselves freely. The AQA, Drama and
Theatre Studies specification inspires students to
become independent theatre makers with the skills they
need to go on to higher education, whether that is to
study a course in drama and theatre or another subject.
The course emphasises practical creativity alongside research and theoretical
understanding. Girls learn through experience, seeing theatre and making
theatre for themselves. Students are introduced to a wide range of theatrical
styles and contexts as they explore plays practically, devise and work on
performances.

The course refines girls’ collaborative skills, their analytical thinking
and their approach to research. Students grow in confidence as
they successfully realise their own ideas. They learn to evaluate
objectively and develop a sound appreciation of the influences
that cultural and social contexts can have on decision making.
Higher education institutions value and respect the skills that the qualification gives
students and it was developed with their help. Girls develop skills that are not just
essential for Drama but applicable to a wide range of higher education subjects and
in the workplace.
There is plenty of opportunity to enjoy drama outside of the classroom. We do a
major school production each year, run a weekly theatre club, offer the chance of
doing a variety of London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art awards, organise
theatre visits locally and nationally and support students who want to pursue drama
further afield.
In recent years, for example, students have worked for Disney and Sky’s ‘Patrick
Melrose’ as well as working with the Minack Theatre, Hall for Cornwall and at
Kneehigh’s much lauded ‘Asylum’.

WHY STUDY THEATRE
STUDIES AT TRURO HIGH
SIXTH FORM?
• 100% of all passes for Theatre Studies were A*-B
• Bespoke curriculum tailored to students interests and career aspirations
• Personalised audition preparation
• Earn additional UCAS points through studying LAMDA grades 6-8
• Opportunities to collaborate with professional musicians, costume and set designers
• Leadership opportunities through LAMDA, Arts Award and annual plays. These
have included students producing and directing productions with a 20-strong cast of
girls from across the school.
• The Piran Performing Arts Theatre is a fully equipped studio theatre with a
professional sound and lighting rig
• Staff qualified to Masters Level at the Central School of Speech and Drama and
Bretton Hall
• A Level Theatre Studies teaches a huge range of transferrable skills, academic
rigour and thorough feedback as students develop their analytical skills, contextual
awareness, and ability to research as well as their verbal, physical and written
expression.

THE NEXT STEP
If you’re already a student, or the parent of a student, and you
would like further information about any aspect of our Sixth Form,
please do not hesitate to arrange an appointment to sit down and
talk through the options available to you.
If you are considering joining Truro High, find out more today and
book a visit by calling our Admissions Team on 01872 242902 or
email registrar@trurohigh.co.uk.
Scholarships and bursaries are available.
We look forward to hearing from you very soon.

Truro High School for Girls
Falmouth Road, Truro, TR1 2HU

01872 242902

trurohigh.co.uk

